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Abstract—Lifelong Machine Learning (LML) mimics common
human learning experiences. Humans undergo through long
learning phase at start while studying followed by updating
knowledge base incrementally from everyday instances. The
objective is to retain past learnt knowledge and transfer learning
to the next task iteratively. Training on the large data pool
through a one-shot long running batch job limits the responsive-
ness and increases the infrastructure cost through large cluster
requirements. The full dataset may not be available as well
at the initiation of the training process. Through a review of
previous work on lifelong machine leaning, we propose a Multi-
agent Lambda Architecture (MALA) model to combine historical
batch data with live streaming data to develop a lifelong learning
system. MALA allows the streaming process to initialize itself
with trained model from the batch data. Streaming process
takes the batch data offset and incrementally updates the model
iteratively with new waves of data. Reasons for our claim are
presented through implementation of a recommender engine.

Index Terms—Lifelong learning, Incremental learning, Multi-
agent System, Recommender systems

I. INTRODUCTION

Over the past two decades significant advancements has
been made in the field of machine leaning frameworks and
methods. However, not much research has been done on
the framework that leverages these methods to retain and
iteratively extend the past learnt knowledge over the period
of time.

This work provides an approach towards developing an
LML system [1] RN2 through big data hybrid data processing
Lambda Architecture which consolidates the stream and batch
views using big data tools. In our model batch and real-
time components act as autonomous Multi-agent systems
in collaboration. We propose a novel Multi-agent Lambda
Architecture (MALA) model and prove the efficiency through
implementation of a recommender service.

II. PROPOSED ARCHITECTURES

A. Lambda Architecture

Lambda Architecture (LA) [1] is a standard framework
for managing big data which enables mixing of real-time
with batch data. The basic architecture of lambda offers three
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layers: speed layer for real-time data, batch layer for large
volume of static historical data pool and serving layer that
integrates real-time and batch views.

Fig. 1: Lambda Architecture integrates low latency real-time
framework with high throughput Hadoop batch framework.
Notice, data from Kafka message queue gets ingested to
both and stream processor frameworks. While stream
processors can analyze data in transit, batch module stores
the ingested data pool into HDFS over the time before
processing. Apache Storm and Hadoop MapReduce
frameworks are used at stream and batch modules
respectively. A NoSql datastore (Cassandra) combines the
batch and real-time views at the serving layer.

B. Multi-agent Lambda Architecture

Multi-agent Lambda Architecture (MALA) is our extension
to the standard LA model and primary contribution in this
paper. MALA enables accumulative and collaborative learning
through set of big data tools and methods. Stream and batch
components act as two autonomous multi-agent system which
collaborates to produce more comprehensive view of the data.
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Fig. 2: Multi-agent Lambda Architecture (MALA). Modules
of MALA are: Stream processing engine, historical data
miner, Knowledge base and Knowledge miner. Batch and
streaming modules are considered as two autonomous
Multi-agent systems to collaborate and achieve a common
goal.

1) Stream Processing Engine: Streaming processing engine
initializes itself with trained model generated from batch
stored into HDFS. Stream engine uses the batch data as initial
offset to start with and builds on top of it, incrementally at
a specified window intervals. The main challenge streaming
layer faces is to process in-flight high velocity of ingested
data without first storing into a file system or a database. In
the current supporting case study, the stream engine ingests
users clickstream data generated a high rate. Since volume
of click to view is much higher than final purchases, the
framework uses multi-node multi-broker Kafka installation for
distributed caching and integrating pipeline [2]. Apache Storm
is the subscriber for the Kafka message queues and does the
distributed processing through series of Spouts and Bolts [3]
[4] [5].

2) Historical Data Miner: Historical Data Miner(HDM)
has two sub components: distributed storage and processing
by MapReduce. Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) or
a NoSQL datastores like Cassandra, MongoDB or HBase can
be a storage option for batch jobs. Batch job uses Hadoop
MapReduce through Java and Hive with a one-shot batch run
on the entire data pool.

3) Knowledge Miner and Knowledge Base: Knowledge
Minder (KM) is the severing layer to the end user. It combines
the views from batch and stream to provide a lifelong learning
mechanism. KM persists the results into the Knowledge Base
(KB). KM also performs data filtration, provides the system
health and performance statistics for data governance and
monitoring purposes.

III. IMPLEMENTATION OF A RECOMMENDER SYSTEM
THROUGH LIFELONG LEARNING MODEL

Incremental lifelong learning approach outlined through
MALA architecture is implemented through a recommender
system. Recommender system we design is capable of rec-
ommending items for an e-commerce site. It does not require
users to login to see the list of recommendations. Rather, the
system users click to view data as passive or implicit form of

feedback [6] to recommend items. Implicit Feedback Based
Recommender System (IFBRS) uses the concept of Collab-
orative Filtering [7] [8] [9] [10] to build upon other users
viewing preference on the same items under one browsing
session. The recommender system also considers filtration on
item similarity based on categories.

Algorithm 1 Computing Recommendation Through MALA
Architecture
Input: batch dataset db, streaming window dataset ds =∑n

i=1 di, Kafka topic kt, Database address da,

Output: : Ordered recommendation list

1: Cb ← CollaborativeFilteringFunction(db)

2: Sb ← ItemSimilarityFunction(db)

3: call subscribeKafkaQueue();

4: for Streamed dataset ds do
5: Stream engine consumes from Kafka queue

6: Cs ← CollaborativeFilteringRule(ds)

7: Rc ← Update(Cb, Cs) //update batch with stream

8: Ss ← ItemSimilarityFunction(ds)

9: Rs ← Update(Sb, Ss) //update batch with stream

10: R ← Rc ∩ Rs

11: return R persisted into da

12: end for

Step 1 (lines 1-2): Initial recommendation list is built based
on item similarity and collaborative filtering rule .
Step 2(lines 7-9): On each streaming window, batch data (plus
previous iterations of streaming data) gets updated with current
stream window
Step 3 (lines 10-11): Knowledge base is updated and used for
next iterations. Notice, final recommendation is based on items
common between Collaborative Filtration and item similarity
rules.

A. Experimental Results

IFBRS is verified against Spark ALS for accuracy. Users
clickstream data provides several latent factors like browsing
location and time of browsing [11] [12]. IFBRS performs a
weighted average with different latent factors to compute the
final recommendations. Refer [13] for the detailed steps for
core recommender engine.
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Fig. 3: Recommender system architecture and data flow. Kafka ingestion pipeline retrieves users click data. Apache Storm is
the real-time processing engine. Internal context holds the items feature for similarity computation, online context captures
the users clickstream data. Fusion of batch and real-time data flow updates the recommendation ordering making it more
precise through every iteration.

Fig. 4: IFBRS provides better accuracy than Spark ALS as
its distribution over different product IDs (x axis) is closer to
user provided actual ratings.
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